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Ruby rolled her eyes and said, “Now that you’ve brought this up, I’m so frustrated. This useless deadbeat has
been married into the Carters for four years already, yet all he knows is how to stay at home and wait to be fed,
looking for a job is out of the
question.”

Faye could not stand to listen to another word. ‘Mom is being so disrespectful towards Zayn in front of these

outsiders. It’s so uncalled for.’

“Mom, what nonsense are you on about? Zayn found a job a while back.”

Ruby criticized unhappily, “That intermediary realtor job? How’s that even considered a job? Is that even

something that a human should be working as? What’s good about a job that barely pays 600 dollars? It’s

nothing compared to Ted’s job.”

Diana chuckled when she heard that, and there was an exaggerated expression on her face as she said, “Are
you serious? An intermediary realtor? Are you even able to earn money from that?”

Ted laughed in disdain as he said, “Mom, you mustn’t put it like that. An intermediary realtor is also a job. At
the very least, it beats being a delivery boy, doesn’t it? Well, he’s able to wear a suit, isn’t he? Moreover,
he’s only so capable, so you can’t expect him to find a job that has high requirements, can you? Aren’t you

being too tough on the man? After all, there are definitely differences among people, so you can’t use me as
a standard to compare against others, can you?”

Matthew also smiled as he said, “Ted’s right. The fact that Zayn’s able to be an intermediary realtor proves
that he can do more than just sit at home and wait to be fed, at least he has a job, doesn’t he? Haha…”

After he said that, the family of three took a glance at one another before they could not hold it in anymore and
guffawed out loud.



Instantly, Ruby’s expression darkened. However, instead of being angry at her brother, she was mad at Zayn
for being such a deadbeat who humiliated her.

Faye also frowned. ‘I’ve never liked Matthew and his family. They’re too realistic and are especially fans of
criticizing others. Every time they visit, they never fail to chastise Zayn and gain a sense of superiority from
doing so. Even if l dislike Zayn, he’s still my husband, so they should at least recognize that. They’re
disrespecting me by behaving like this.’

She then turned to look at Zayn, hoping that he would grow a pair and refute them. However, she saw that not

only was Zayn not angry, but he even had a smile on his face as if he did not care at all. As a result, Faye’s
anger began to well up as she had a desperate urge to kick him. ‘How can a man with no dignity like him

exist?!’

In fact, Zayn was not angry at all because what was there to be angry about? He clearly knew the situation he

was in and that he was not a deadbeat. In fact, it was just the opposite. He was now a successful man, a
business tycoon who had several billion dollars of assets under his control. Violet Vision Media Corp was just

one of his smaller companies. Next, he was going to increase his investment size and buy over another
company that was even larger.

“According to my knowledge, the requirements of hire for Violet Vision Media Corp are very strict whereby

applicants need to have at least an undergraduate degree before they are even eligible for hire, don’t they? Ted,
didn’t you only graduate from high school? How did you end up being eligible to enter Violet Vision? Did

you sneak in through money and connections?” said Zayn as he smirked.

Ted’s expression instantly changed, and he seemed a little guilty and nervous. ‘Zayn’s right. I did manage to
enter Violet Vision by spending money and using my connections. Otherwise, how could I have entered the

company with my current capabilities and achievements?’

However, Ted was not going to admit it, hence he immediately scowled. “Nonsense, I joined the company fair
and square through my own capabilities, not with whatever outlandish connections you claim I have! I’ve got
outstanding capabilities, and any company would be eager to have me, so do I even have to leverage on any
connections at all?”



The expression on Zayn’s face did not change as he continued to say, “But you said that all you had to do was
make some calls and you were able to enter, didn’t you? Aren’t you shooting yourself in the foot with your

previous statement then?”
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